
Every picture I take has aEvery picture I take has aEvery picture I take has a

seemingly simplistic storyseemingly simplistic storyseemingly simplistic story

that means so much more thanthat means so much more thanthat means so much more than

meets the eye. Each one has ameets the eye. Each one has ameets the eye. Each one has a

deeper, more connected meaningdeeper, more connected meaningdeeper, more connected meaning

to me, my life, and the peopleto me, my life, and the peopleto me, my life, and the people

in it that inspire me. Thein it that inspire me. Thein it that inspire me. The

pictures I capture vary frompictures I capture vary frompictures I capture vary from

sunsets, to pretty sceneries,sunsets, to pretty sceneries,sunsets, to pretty sceneries,

to laughs with my friends andto laughs with my friends andto laughs with my friends and

boyfriend, and many otherboyfriend, and many otherboyfriend, and many other

meaningful moments.meaningful moments.meaningful moments.      I findI findI find

joy in taking pictures of myjoy in taking pictures of myjoy in taking pictures of my

life, however, I do still livelife, however, I do still livelife, however, I do still live

in the moment but I believein the moment but I believein the moment but I believe

it's good to capture momentsit's good to capture momentsit's good to capture moments

on camera. Although there areon camera. Although there areon camera. Although there are

times where I haven't beentimes where I haven't beentimes where I haven't been

able to capture pictures whileable to capture pictures whileable to capture pictures while

something funny was happeningsomething funny was happeningsomething funny was happening

with my friends, a cute momentwith my friends, a cute momentwith my friends, a cute moment

with my boyfriend, awith my boyfriend, awith my boyfriend, a

breathtaking sunset, or anbreathtaking sunset, or anbreathtaking sunset, or an

illuminated yellow moon, Iilluminated yellow moon, Iilluminated yellow moon, I

have many quality photos ofhave many quality photos ofhave many quality photos of

equally amazing moments.equally amazing moments.equally amazing moments.      

   


